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PARK HONAN. MATTHEW ARNOLD: A LIFE. NEW YORK:
 
McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO., 1981. xii, 496 pp. $19.95.
Honan’
s
 book, the first full-length critical biography of Arnold,  
suggests answers to two questions of identity that tease the scholar:
 Who was that masked Marguerite, and how did the dilettante dandy
 revolve into the personification of Victorian respectability? Honan
 produces the real Marguerite with a flourish of forgiveable triumph,
 but the real person contrasts so prosaically with the mystery asso
­ciated with her that the reader quickly turns to other influences on
 Arnold’
s
 development.
To account for his subject’s diverse sympathies and divided per
­sonality, Honan suggests a rather standard Freudian picture of the
 rigorous father and the at least initially overindulgent mother. The
 influences of Mrs. Arnold and Matthew’s older sister Jane, as well as
 his ambivalence toward their emotional
 
support and implicit expecta ­
tions, obviously interest Honan more than the effects of the famous
 father-headmaster. The assertions of Thomas Arnold’
s
 influence on  
his son remain vague and
 
undetailed. The book’s best sections center  
on Arnold’
s
 ambivalence toward women (an attitude that Honan  
explores and documents through diary entries) and the vagaries of his
 friendship with Clough, who functioned by turns as aesthetic sound
­ing board, whipping boy, and critic. Although Matthew Arnold details
 the influences of Arnold’s parents and Jane, and portrays the Olym
­pian Matthew as a hopelessly indulgent
 
father, Honan rather scants  
the influence of Arnold’
s
 wife and  family life on his writing, perhaps  
because his work as a school
 
inspector had dramatic and  more easily  
traceable effects. Divided interests characterize Arnold’s life and
 work, of course, and Honan suggests no
 
really innovative interpreta ­
tions of either. Still, the reader rejoices in the workman-like demon
­stration of accepted tenets, for example the explication of the
 characters
 
in “The Forsaken Merman” as representatives of Arnold’s  
simultaneous impulses toward sensuality and exploration of the self
 on the one hand, and toward duty and communal responsibility on the
 other.
The divisions in Arnold’
s
 life never quite resolve into the various  
moods and interests of a coherent personality, a shortcoming reflected
 by organization in this biography. Honan rather arbitrarily isolates
 aspects of Arnold’
s
 life, the scholarly and  the  romantic, for example,  
only to reunite them rather clumsily with a statement that preceding
 information must of course be revalued in the context of Arnold’s
 other activities. This tic makes the whole book, especially the first
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half, halt and double back; the life seems less “a life” than “a study.”
 
The writing, though clear and informative, falls short of grace or
 inspiration. Arnold’s dictate that an essay must quote from its subject
 poses problems for any biographer, of course, since the force of
 Arnold’s writing almost inevitably dwarfs the surrounding prose.
 Oddly, given the infelicitious organization, Honan excels in condens
­ing into a page or two a description of an entire important event or
 ramifications of 
an
 era. The description of the French Revolution’s  
effects on Thomas Arnold’s philology or of the United States in the
 Gilded Age is among the best offerings. Rather ungenerous in his
 assessment of other scholars, Honan rarely mentions them except to
 criticize. Occasionally, his praise of Arnold grows irritating. His cas
­ual comments that Matthew Arnold really deals with metacriticism or
 leads 
the
 way to Roland Barthes are unnecessary justifications of the  
Victorian by association with the latest critical fad. Matthew Arnold
 will not fire undergraduates with a passionate understanding of
 either the Victorian age or Arnold, but for the professional scholar 
the book compiles information, both the known and the new, on Arnold’s
 life and suggests 
the
 major directions of his prose and poetry.
Missy Kubitschek
 
The University of Nebraska, Omaha
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